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o An accessible  guidance note
o Conceptual frameworks, data sources and 

empirical examples
o Focus on what can be done with existing data
o Beyond narrowly defined employment effects 
o Terms of inclusion
o Building the initial gendered map of an economy



Mapping the gender effects of changes in trade

o A widely used analytical framework that captures multiple 
interactions

o Gender distributional effects likely to result from not only 
job creation/destruction,  but also changes in the 
availability and quality of goods and services for 
consumption and care provision:
o Employment channel (e.g. female intensive sectors/occupations)
o Consumption channel (e.g. food and nutrition)
o Public provision channel (e.g. utilities and health services)



Gender and trade interactions: the employment channel



Gender and trade interactions: 
consumption and public provision channels



Good practice in data analysis for gender 
responsive policy-making

1. Choose statistics that capture women’s capacity to achieve goals 
(i.e. don’t merely count how many women are in work)

2. Look at differences between different groups of women (and men) 
and focus on the most disadvantaged

3. Be aware of the difference between equalizing up and equalizing 
down (e.g. gender wage gaps)

4. Look at impact on households as well as individuals and take 
account of effects on unpaid domestic work and care

5. Accept data gaps might be significant but strive to be creative with 
existing data

6. Quantify gender differences in impact whenever possible, but do 
not assume no gender impact when it is not possible to quantify
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